More than a century of empirical research examines how neighborhoods' emergent properties influence a host of phenomena such as crime, poverty, health, civic engagement, immigration, and economic inequality (for a recent review, see Sampson 2012). These studies typically conceive of such neighborhood effects as influencing behavior through neighborhood characteristics (e.g., population heterogeneity, level of segregation, or economic disadvantage) or social processes (e.g., collective efficacy), or as spatial processes between neighborhoods (e.g., diffusion). Theoretically bundled within these neighborhood effects are the social networks of actors and institutions. In fact, the presence, vitality, and stability of neighborhood social networks are often at the 
foundation of other neighborhood-level processes such as social control, mobilization, and cultural transmission. With respect to neighborhood crime, for example, dense social networks among parents and adults serve as a mechanism for monitoring youth behavior and thereby reducing rates of delinquency (Bursik and Grasmick 1993) . Conversely, the absence of kinship and friendship networks, or the presence of criminal networks, can hinder a community's capacity to realize common goals and regulate behaviors (Browning and Dietz 2004) .
Despite these long-standing theoretical links between neighborhoods and social networks, empirical research rarely considers both geographic and social space simultaneously. Neighborhood research typically employs statistical models that capture spatial influence with little concern for how social networks may transcend or interact with geography. Social network research models how connections among actors shape behavior, yet rarely considers how neighborhood geography shapes such networks. Although research appears to be moving toward integrated approaches to neighborhoods and networks, only a handful of empirical studies actually do so (e.g., Grannis 2009; Hipp, Faris, and Boessen 2012; Sampson 2012 ). The present study advances this integrated approach by analyzing how both geography and social networks influence an important social problem in urban America: gang violence.
The modern street gang serves as an example par excellence of how geography and social networks converge to influence behavior. Gangs are seen as both the byproduct of neighborhood social conditions (Shaw and McKay 1942; Thrasher 1927 ) and important forms of neighborhood social organization in their own right Whyte 1943) . Not surprisingly, gang turf and neighborhood attachment are significant sources of group conflict and gang violence (Decker and Van Winkle 1996; Hagedorn 1988; Suttles 1968; Vigil 1988 ). At their most basic level, gangs are social networks of individuals who come together in time and space, engage in collective activities, and produce a collective identity. It is precisely this "groupness" of the gang that amplifies social processes, such as reciprocity and mutual protection, and makes gang violence so potent (Hughes and Short 2005; Short and Strodtbeck 1965) . References to gang turf and social networks abound in the literature, but most empirical studies fail to capture the intertwined nature of geography and social networks or to measure specific spatial or social mechanisms directly linked to violent acts. Rarer still are studies that specify both (for exceptions, see Papachristos 2009; Tita and Greenbaum 2009; Tita and Radil 2011) ; instead, geography and social networks are poured into a theoretical black box of mechanisms associated with gang behavior.
The present study unpacks this theoretical black box by simultaneously modeling effects of spatial and network processes on gang violence in two cities: Chicago and Boston. Using detailed data on fatal and non-fatal shootings, we recreated the networks of violence that arose from interactions between street gangs. We then constructed a series of statistical models that consider the probability of a gang engaging in an act of violence as a function of gang-level characteristics (e.g., size and racial composition), neighborhood-level characteristics (e.g., poverty and mobility), spatial proximity of gang turf, and several key network processes. Our results go well beyond the sociological truisms that neighborhoods and networks matter by examining (1) which specific spatial and social patterns give rise to gang violence, (2) how such patterns interact, and (3) how such patterns operate in two different cities. In so doing, our results are relevant not only to understanding gang violence, but also to understanding the importance of geography and social network processes more broadly.
NEIGHBORHOODS, NETWORKS, AND GANG VIOLENCE
Street gangs are an enduring feature of many U.S. cities. Today, the most reliable estimates report approximately 28,100 gangs and 731,000 gang members across 3,500 law enforcement jurisdictions-essentially every city with a population greater than 100,000 and 80 percent of all cities with more than 50,000 residents (Egley, Howell, and Major 2004) . The extent of gang violence is striking: gangrelated homicides account for 20 to 50 percent of all homicides in cities like Boston, Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles, Pittsburgh, and St. Louis (Howell 2012) . Despite variability in levels of gang violence, the circumstances and motives surrounding gang violence are remarkably consistent. The strongest predictors of gang violence are conflicts over gang turf, violations of group norms, threats to identity and honor, and retaliation (Decker 1996; Hughes and Short 2005) .
In the present study, we explore several mechanisms that relate to neighborhoods and social networks. As shorthand, we use the term corner in reference to neighborhood structural conditions and a gang's use of neighborhood space, and the term crew in reference to various interactional processes within and between gangs that amplify violence, such as reciprocity, mutual protection, and status seeking. With few exceptions (e.g., Brantingham et al. 2012; Papachristos 2009; Tita and Radil 2011) , empirical research rarely considers the corner and the crew simultaneously, resulting in conceptual confusion over the relative importance of geography vis-à-vis social networks. In the remainder of this section, we discuss the importance of the corner and the crew to specify some of the spatial and social mechanisms driving gang violence.
The Corner: Neighborhood Attachment and the Importance of Turf
Urban ethnographies attest to the significance of neighborhoods for group formation, identity, meaning-making, and individuals' behavioral patterns in disadvantaged communities, especially for young men (e.g., Anderson 1999; Hannerz 1969; Leibow 1967) . Gangs are important occupiers and makers of such places; they are woven into the social fabric of many communities in multiple, complex, and, at times, conflicting ways. Gangs simultaneously serve as neighborhood protectors and perpetrators, their members toggling between social positions as regular citizens and gang bangers, neighbors and adversaries (Pattillo 1999; Suttles 1968; Whyte 1943 ). This line of work demonstrates how gangs can both support and suppress neighborhood social organization. Suttles (1968) , for example, describes how conflict among street corner groups serves as a means of protecting and defending neighborhood and ethnic boundaries, but in doing so these groups essentially recreate micro enactments of larger community conflicts. , Whyte (1943) , and Pattillo (1999 Pattillo ( , 2008 describe numerous ways that gangs integrate into and even lead community life, through the underground economy, regulation of resident behavior, and even informal avenues of policing and social support. Connections between a gang and its community can also run in other directions: gangs are often met with opposition and residents can and do mobilize to suppress gang activities such as drug dealing and violence (Pattillo 2008; Venkatesh 2006) .
In many ways, gangs more strongly identify with their neighborhoods than does the typical neighborhood resident. Whereas the average resident may take pride in her neighborhood and participate in community life, gangs often view themselves as a symbolic manifestation of the neighborhood itself (Garot 2007; Grannis 2009; Suttles 1968) . Gang members venerate their neighborhood-they tattoo its name on their skin and engage in violence to protect the neighborhood and its symbolic value. In many instances, the name of the gang and the name of the neighborhood are synonymous (Garot 2007; Vigil 1988) .
The neighborhood or, more precisely, gang turf, thus has a nontrivial and multidimensional value for a gang.
1 Although gangs have no formal legal ownership of these spaces, turf has a straightforward economic value. A gang assumes a piece of turf and determines its land use and value: who can use this basketball court, who can sell drugs on this corner, and so on. However, turf possesses a symbolic value that often trumps its economic value. Turf is typically the setting of a group's collective memories, a meaningful geographic space for young men as they transition from childhood into adulthood (Vigil 1988) . Like other symbolic dimensions of a gang, such as honor or respect, possession of gang turf is entirely contingent on the recognition of such ownership claims by others and the actions taken by a gang to reinforce its claims of ownership.
This symbolic value of a neighborhood and its connection to gang identity motivates violence to defend or protect turf (Decker 1996; Horowitz 1983 ). Unfortunately, very few studies operationalize the manner by which connections to turf lead to violence. Rather, prior work tends to focus on spatial distribution of gang violence (Block 2000; Papachristos and Kirk 2006; Rosenfeld, Bray, and Egley 1999) or the concentration of gangs, gang members, or gang hangouts (Tita et al. 2005) . However, two sets of recent studies provide important directions in this area. Papachristos (2009) found that Chicago gangs are more likely to exchange murders when their respective turfs overlap or intersect. Similarly, research by Tita and colleagues (Brantingham et al. 2012; Tita and Greenbaum 2009; Tita and Radil 2011) on gangs in Los Angeles found that geographic concentration of gang violence is highly correlated with the borders of gang territories-that is, gang violence is more likely to erupt at the boundaries where gangs' turf meet (see also Rymond-Richmond 2006) . Note that both sets of studies suggest geographic modeling alone is insufficient in understanding the dynamics of gang violence-one must also consider the social networks of gangs and gang members.
The Crew: Group Processes and Social Networks
Gangs are first and foremost social groups. Delinquency tends to be a group phenomenon, but the gang context amplifies crime and delinquency. In other words, something about the gang and gang membership facilitates violence above and beyond any individual selection found in joining a gang (Thornberry et al. 2003) . Such a facilitation effect is commonly associated with group processes: a range of interactional mechanisms and normative processes fostered by the coming together of members and the formation of a collective identity (Short and Strodtbeck 1965; Warr 2002) . In the present study, we consider three group mechanisms that facilitate violence: (1) intergroup conflict, (2) reciprocity, and (3) group status seeking.
Intergroup conflict is such a pervasive part of gang identity that members often define their group in opposition to other gangs.
2 In a fundamental sense, gangs use each other as reference groups, judging their own behaviors and competing for status against the other (Decker 1996; Hagedorn 1988; Thrasher 1927) . In Chicago, for instance, a common way to signal one's own gang identity is by derisive references to one's adversaries; Latin Saints gang members, for example, claim to be "King Killers" in reference to their longstanding rivalry with the Latin Kings. Such claims are more than symbolic: gang violence often results from direct conflict over status enhancing behaviors (e.g., claims to solidarity or supremacy) or threats to a group or its reputation, be they real or perceived (Decker and Van Winkle 1996; Short and Strodtbeck 1965) .
Reciprocity is perhaps the most frequently cited mechanism of gang violence (Decker 1996; Hughes and Short 2005; Papachristos 2009 ). Here we use the term broadly to refer to an exchange of violence between gangs, although this usage includes more specific forms of reciprocity such as retaliation. Within the gang milieu, violence serves as a form of street justice, a mechanism of social control or self-help that corrects a perceived wrong, addresses a threat, or saves face (Anderson 1999; Jacobs and Wright 2006 ). An act of violence that reciprocates a transgression or perceived threat serves the dual purposes of protection and vengeance. Retaliation provides evidence of a gang's ability to fulfill a collective promise of mutual protection as well as providing an avenue to mete out justice or correct a perceived wrong.
The final group process of interest here is status seeking and management. Early gang research viewed participation in street gangs as a form of status attainment, a way for lower-class youth to achieve social standing within a community and a crew (Cohen 1955; Miller 1958) . Status considerations take place within the larger social and ecological world of the gang: a gang must consider how its violent actions (or lack thereof ) will be interpreted (Papachristos 2009; Suttles 1968) . Violence between gangs represents a classic dominance contest in which groups jockey for social status (Gould 2003) . Dominance contests have been looked at more broadly in the social network and aggression literatures (e.g., Chase 1980; Faris and Felmlee 2011) and discussed in the gang literature (e.g., Papachristos 2009 ), but only a single study actually tests the claim that violence affords a gang a strong reputation. In a study of 17 gangs in one Chicago community, Kobrin, Puntil, and Peluso (1967) found strong and converging evidence of status and prestige rankings among gangs based on their fighting ability and willingness to use violence.
Although few in number, these studies examining group processes find consistent support of the mechanisms discussed here, especially reciprocity and status seeking (see Hughes and Short 2005) . Recent developments in social network analysis have rekindled interest in the group processes approach to gang research and further elucidating the mechanisms behind gang violence (e.g. , Fleisher 2006; McGloin 2005; Papachristos 2006 ). For example, the work of Kennedy, Braga, and Piehl (1997) , Descormiers and Morselli (2011), Papachristos (2009) , and Tita and colleagues (Tita and Greenbaum 2009; Tita and Radil 2011) demonstrates how network patterns of intergroup conflict explain the social and spatial distribution of gang violence in Boston, Montreal, Chicago, and Los Angeles, respectively. These studies illustrate how social network analysis provides an approach to unpack the various group processes at play in gang violence, and for this reason, we employ a network approach here.
Corner and Crew Hypotheses
We formulate four hypotheses to delve deeper into the foundations of gang behavior by modeling specific aspects of the spatial and social network processes driving gang violence. First, we hypothesize that gangs are more likely to engage in violent acts with each other when they are geographically proximate (Hypothesis 1). We make the simple assumption that geographically proximate gangs-groups whose turf boundaries are spatially adjacent-will have more at stake against each other. Moreover, spatially proximate gangs are simply more likely to come into contact-and potentially conflict-during the routine use of resources such as parks, basketball courts, convenience stores, liquor stores, and other local establishments (Felson and Steadman 1983) .
Second, because gangs define themselves in relationship to rivals, we argue that past conflicts between gangs influence subsequent acts of violence, particularly through the selection of adversaries (Hypothesis 2). Patterns of dyadic conflict among gangs can generate larger and more enduring social structures. In a sense, gang conflicts become institutionalized: regular patterns of conflict create an organizational memory shaping a gang's subsequent violent behavior. Third, gang violence is more likely to occur when an act of violence reciprocates another act of violence (Hypothesis 3). Here we are arguing something more than just a broad statement that gang violence tends to be retaliatory in nature. Rather, we aim to test the actual effects of reciprocity on the probability of an act of violence occurring-that a gang is more likely to commit an act of violence when that act reciprocates another violent act. As we will discuss, such a process is endogenous to any specific gang because reciprocity (by definition) requires at least one other act of violence to precede it.
Fourth, gangs' status-seeking violence may manifest in the creation of dominance hierarchies, a structural situation in which aggressive gangs obtain higher status and victimized gangs receive lower status (Hypothesis 4). In other words, much like pecking orders in animals and other human social groups (Chase 1980) , gangs' use of violence may generate a hierarchy of social status within a population of gangs.
Some prior research supports Hypotheses 1 and 3, but most of these hypotheses have not been considered systematically, and no study, to the best of our knowledge, has examined multiple spatial and social processes in the same analyses. We examine our hypotheses using a social network framework that focuses on observed patterns of gang violence in Chicago and Boston. Our concern here is not with aggregate levels of gang violence, but rather the social patterning of gang violence: who acts violently against whom and what processes generate a specific act of violence. We utilize recent developments in exponential random graph models (ERGMs) that allow us to predict the likelihood of forming a violent tie (i.e., an act of violence between two gangs) as a function of neighborhood and gang attributes, geography, and social network covariates. The ensuing analysis proceeds in two stages. The first stage provides a descriptive analysis of the networks of gang violence in Chicago and Boston; the second stage presents ERGM results predicting the observed networks. A more detailed description of the modeling strategy and variable construction are provided in the relevant analytic sections.
DATA
We test our propositions using data from two cities, Chicago and Boston. Overall, levels of gang violence are substantial in both cities: more than half of all homicides in Chicago and Boston involve a gang member as either a victim or an offender (Braga, Hureau, and Winship 2008; Papachristos, Meares, and Fagan 2007) . Gangs in Chicago and Boston differ, however, with regard to their longevity, organizational structures, and collective capacities. A sizable literature classifies street gangs based on composition or organizational characteristics such as age structure, leadership patterns, and the presence of subgroupings (see Howell 2012; Klein and Maxson 2006) . Briefly, this literature views gang organizational structure as existing on a spectrum from instrumental-rational gangs with quasi-formalized organizational structures on one end (Jankowski 1991; Venkatesh and Levitt 2000) to diffuse and limitedly organized gangs on the other (Decker and Van Winkle 1996; Fleisher 1998; Hagedorn 1988) . Chicago gangs tend to be larger in size, more organizationally sophisticated, and more heavily involved in large-scale drug dealing than gangs in other cities. In contrast, gangs in Boston tend to be smaller in size, without formal organization, limited in age structure, have a shorter organizational lifespan, and are only peripherally involved in group-level drug dealing; in these regards, Boston gangs tend to more closely resemble the typical U.S. street gang (see Kennedy et al. 1997 ). Analyzing and comparing Chicago and Boston thus affords a unique opportunity to understand not only the mechanisms that generate patterns of gang violence, but also how such mechanisms may vary across geographic and organizational contexts.
The present study derives data from two sets of police records. The primary source of information on gang violence comes from records of fatal and non-fatal gun violence between gang members as recorded between the years 2005 and 2009. These are incidentlevel data containing demographic, geographic, motive, and gang information as recorded by the investigating detectives. The usual caveats associated with official police data also circumscribe these data, such as bias introduced by police decision-making processes (Black 1970) . Some of these problems are unavoidable without replication using original survey data, but homicide data are typically higher quality than other types of official crime records because (1) homicide victims are more likely to be reported/discovered by police, and (2) police agencies expend considerable effort and resources investigating homicides. The same is true of shootings that result in non-fatal injuries: they are more likely to be detected by the police or reported to emergency services (in both cities, medical first responders are legally required to report gunshot injuries to police).
Challenging the notion that police data are mired with biases and measurement errors, a recent study by Decker and Pyrooz (2010) found that police reports of gang homicide in large U.S. cities (1) exhibited strong internal reliability, (2) were consistent with the principles of convergent-discriminant validity tests, and (3) demonstrated considerable external validity. Furthermore, the validity of policereported gang measures was higher in cities that had specialized policing units directed toward gang problems-a feature of both Chicago and Boston (see also Katz, Webb, and Schaefer 2000) . In summary, although police reported data on gang homicide are not perfect, prior research has found such data to be valid and reliable indicators of gang activity and violence.
Chicago data include only homicides, the vast majority (95 percent) committed with firearms; Boston data include fatal and nonfatal gunshot injuries. The availability of nonfatal incident data from Boston allow us not only to replicate previous analyses of homicide in Chicago, but also to extend those models theoretically and empirically to include a wider range of gang violence. Empirical research suggests that gun homicides and non-fatal shootings are not all that different-whether a shooting event becomes lethal is contingent on several uncontrollable factors such as the shooter's aim, distance to the target, a rapid call to the police, and response time of medical assistance (Zimring 1972) . Unfortunately, because data on nonfatal shootings were not available in Chicago and the smaller number of total homicides in Boston prohibits an analysis of only homicides in that city, we were unable to model the exact same networks in both cities. However, as we will describe, the similarities between the Chicago and Boston networks suggest that non-fatal and fatal gang violence networks are more alike than they are different.
We further restricted homicide and shooting data in both cities in two ways. First, we analyzed only those violent acts in which police identified the victim and offender as known gang members. Such an approach offers a conservative selection parameter, but our findings parallel those of Papachristos (2009) who included non-gang members in his analysis; this suggests our selection criteria did not bias our results. Second, we analyzed only those homicides and shootings that occurred between unique gangs or gang subgroups; we excluded acts of violence committed between members of the same gang. Importantly in the case of Chicago, our analysis includes violent acts between gangs affiliated with each other (e.g., gang factions that might share an alliance) but excludes acts internal to unique gang subgroups (e.g., violence between members of the same faction).
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Our second data source is detailed geographic maps of gang turf boundaries generated by gang intelligence officers. In Chicago and Boston, police use geographic information systems (GIS) to map a gang's turf as a polygon that occupies a circumscribed amount of space. Figure 1 displays gang turf boundaries in each city, with each smaller shaded polygon representing a piece of turf occupied by a unique gang. The decision to draw gang turf boundaries is made by police officers with knowledge of particular groups; these map boundaries thus represent the aggregation of local knowledge. Our measurement of the corner is rather straightforward: we created a matrix of turf adjacency in which a tie occurs if any side of a gang polygon touches at least one side of another gang polygon.
5 In Boston, most gangs occupy only a single piece of turf (i.e., each polygon in the right panel of Figure 1 represents the turf of a single gang). In Chicago, however, gangs frequently occupy more than one polygon of turf. In these cases we aggregated a gang's total number of adjacent alters to create a single row/column in the geographic adjacency matrix.
Our measurement of turf adjacency is not without its limitations. Gangs do not actually occupy the entirety of such turf polygons, but rather micro-locations within them, such as basketball courts and particular residences (Tita et al. 2005) . Polygons such as those in Figure 1 more accurately represent the locus of a group's control as perceived by the police and, as such, most likely include several smaller gang spaces. Unfortunately, we were unable to gain access to data at a smaller geographic unit and were therefore prohibited from generating more precise estimates of spatial distances between gangs. However, in support of our measurement, a recent study by Brantingham and colleagues (2012) applied ecological competition models to micro-geographic data on gangs in Los Angeles and found that inter-gang violence clusters around the boundaries of gang turf. Our measurement of turf adjacency captures precisely this turf-violence dimension. Nonetheless, future research should consider how alternative measurements of gang geography might alter the findings presented here.
We supplemented homicide/shooting and turf data with additional information on neighborhood structural conditions and ganglevel characteristics. As Figure 1 shows, Chicago and Boston have important geographic differences that may lead to different network typologies or patterns of violence. Chicago is not only geographically larger than Boston, but gang turf occupies a larger portion of the total geographic space (two-thirds in Chicago compared to roughly one-third in Boston). Furthermore, differences in racial composition, population size, levels of segregation, and other factors may affect network patterns differently (Butts et al. 2012 ). Both cities have comparable levels of poverty (approximately 20 percent) and are majority nonwhite, but Chicago's population is more than four times larger than Boston's (2.7 million versus approximately 630,000). Chicago is also a more racially segregated city with a long history of high-rise public housing. Such population and geographic differences might lead to different types and levels of interaction among gangs of different ethnicities and, in turn, different patterns of violence. To control for such factors, we included several covariates derived from the Census to account for neighborhood socio-structural conditions. These measures are concentrated disadvantage (six-item composite), immigrant concentration (two-item composite), and residential stability (two-item composite) (see Tables A1  and A2 in the Appendix).
At the gang level, we considered two important characteristics: racial composition and size of a gang. We assessed a gang's race as the predominant racial or ethnic group represented within the composition of each group's membership as well as the predominant race and ethnicity of each group's victims. 7 In Chicago, nearly all the gangs are racially homogenous, and in most cases gangs self-identify as black or Latino (e.g., the Black Souls or the Latin Eagles). No white gangs or gang homicide victims were reported during the observation period and, in general, the prevalence of white gangs appears to have diminished in Chicago since the late-1980s. 8 For the Boston sample, we determined gangs' racial composition from a law enforcement census conducted in 2007 as well as the predominant race and ethnicity of victims in our data. We coded Boston gangs by a single race or ethnicity when over 75 percent of active gang members were of the same race or ethnicity. Although the majority of gangs fit this description, we also identified a small number of heterogeneous gangs (typically composed of a mix of African Americans and Latinos). As in Chicago, most all-white gangs in Boston are now considered defunct or else do not enter our data as victims in homicides or non-fatal gunshot injuries.
We also included a categorical measure of gang size based on each group's estimated membership. A direct measure of organization that captured leadership structure or the presence of subgroups would have been preferable (Decker and Curry 2000) , but such data were not available. Prior research consistently finds that gang structures vary considerably but gang size is correlated with more developed organizational structures (e.g., Fagan 1989; Short and Strodtbeck 1965; Weisel 2002) ; accordingly, gang size is incorporated into several gang typologies (see Klein and Maxson 2006) . 9 We constructed our measure of gang size as a three-category variable relying on police estimates of membership. In Chicago, small gangs had 30 to 100 members, medium gangs had 101 to 350 members, and large gangs had more than 351 members. In Boston, small gangs had fewer than 20 members, medium gangs had between 20 and 49 members, and large gangs had more than 50 members.
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OBSERVED NETWORKS: GANG VIOLENCE IN CHICAGO AND BOSTON
Our empirical focus here is the precise patterning of violence between gangs. Our analysis focuses on the social networks created by relationships among gangs in which the ties represent violent acts between groups. Conceiving of and measuring gang violence in this way not only allows us to assess larger group-level patterns of violence, but more importantly facilitates analysis of the generative processes responsible for any given violent act.
For the Chicago case, we used homicides during the 24-month period between January 2008 and December 2009 as the dependent network-the homicide patterns we explore in our statistical models. For the Boston case, we examined all fatal and non-fatal shootings during the 12-month period between January and December 2009.
11 Figure 2 depicts the social networks created by linking together violent events between gangs.
12 The left side of Figure 13 Each node represents a unique gang with the color/shape representing the racial composition of the gang: white triangles signify Latino gangs, light-grey circles signify black gangs, darker-grey diamonds signify Cape Verdean gangs, and black circles signify racially/ethnically heterogeneous gangs. Arcs indicate a homicide or non-fatal shooting between gangs with the arrow direction indicating the victim. Bidirectional arcs indicate reciprocal homicides between groups. Figure 2 reveal important similarities and differences between gang violence in Chicago and Boston. With regard to connectivity-the extent to which any gang can reach any other gang-both networks were dominated by a single large component. The Chicago network, however, was more connected than the Boston network: 98 percent of all gangs were in the large component in Chicago compared to 66 percent in Boston.
Networks in
Both networks exhibit clustering along racial lines: approximately 95 percent of all homicides in Chicago and 97 percent of all shootings in Boston were intraracial. Furthermore, network density among black gangs in Chicago (approximately 30 percent) was more than six times higher than Latino network density (4.5 percent).
14 Compared to the Chicago network, the Boston network displayed a higher level of racial clustering and featured greater variation in gangs' racial composition. The Boston network's largest component was almost entirely made up of black gangs, with only two mixed-race gangs in the network; in general, these gangs were more established (many were associated with housing projects) and operated in the historically black neighborhoods of Roxbury, Dorchester, and Mattapan (clustered in the center of the Boston map in Figure 1 ). In contrast, Boston gangs not involved in the largest component of dyadic conflicts were predominantly from outside these inner-city core neighborhoods and featured more ethnic heterogeneity than their inner-city counterparts. The Cape Verdean groups reside in Boston's historically black neighborhoods, but their violent conflicts form a subnetwork that is almost completely racially homogeneous and entirely isolated from the largest component of inner-city African American gangs (Papachristos, Braga, and Hureau 2012) .
Chicago's and Boston's networks had additional structural similarities with regard to the distribution of violence among groups. In network terms, the in-degree of any node refers to the number of ties received by that node (Wasserman and Faust 1994) , or, in this case, the number of times a gang was a victim of a violent act from a unique alter. Conversely, out-degree measures the number of ties sent by a node, which, in this study, translates into the number of violent acts committed by a gang. Figure 3 plots the in-and out-degree distribution for both networks. In both cities, degree distribution follows a (2009) similar pattern: most gangs were involved in a violent act as either victim or offender with only a single alter; a very small number of gangs were involved with a large number of alters. The higher total distribution in Boston reflects the inclusion of non-fatal shootings as well as homicides, thus increasing any single gang's level of activity. The degree distribution pattern of gang violence in both networks is extremely similar, suggesting that in both cities violence is a rare event, with most gangs involved in only dyadic conflicts.
The right-hand tail on the degree distribution in Figure 3 points to important outliers in both cities (i.e., groups that engaged in violence with multiple alters). In Chicago, activities of two gangs-the Gangster Disciples (in-degree = 6, out-degree = 9) and the Latin Kings (in-degree = 5, out-degree = 3)-far exceed other gangs in the network. In Boston, the centrality of one gang-Orchard Park (indegree = 2, out-degree = 4)-is responsible for the right-hand tail on the out-degree distribution. In part, the heightened activities of these gangs may be a function of size or organizational capacity: the Gangster Disciples is Chicago's largest and most organized street gang, and the Orchard Park Trailblazers is one of Boston's largest gangs.
PREDICTING GANG VIOLENCE USING EXPONENTIAL RANDOM GRAPH MODELS
The second stage of analysis employs exponential random graph models (ERGMs) to investigate the generative processes that gave rise to these observed network patterns. 15 The outcome of interest is the probability of tie formation, or, in this case, the probability that a member from one gang will shoot/kill a member from another gang. As a class of statistical models, ERGMs are designed to predict the probability of tie formation in an observed network while incorporating properties of the network itself as well as an array of covariates pertaining to the network actors and sets of ties among them. ERGMs thus allow us to isolate effects of spatial and network parameters in relation to each other as well as in relation to other neighborhood structural, racial, and gang control variables. ERGMs regard the possible ties among actors in a network as random variables, with the general form of the model based on assumptions about the dependencies among model statistics. The ERGM class specifies the probability of a set of ties, Y, given a set of nodes and their attributes:
The g A term represents any possible network statistic with A indexing multiple statistics in vector g( y). The η A term represents coefficients for these terms-the change η A reflects the change in the conditional logodds of a tie for each unit increase in g(y) (see Robins et al. 2007 ). The denominator k represents a normalizing constant over all possible networks with n actors.
Given a proposed set of model statistics, the ideal situation would be to calculate the η A vector that maximizes model likelihood. However, the normalizing constant prohibits direct evaluation of the likelihood function (see Goodreau 2007; . For dyad independence modelsmodels that include only terms pertaining to dyads (e.g., geographic propinquity and reciprocity) and individual nodes (e.g., race category and neighborhood size)-a normal logistic regression format suffices and the Maximum Pseudolikelihood Estimation (MPLE) is used to estimate the MLE (Robins et al. 2007 ). For dyad dependence modelsmodels that include higher order terms, such as triadic effects or degree distribution-the maximum likelihood can be approximated using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation methods that generate a sample of possible networks to estimate the η A statistic.
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Model Specification
We estimated separate ERGMs for the Chicago and Boston networks, where the dependent network was the 2008 to 2009 murder network in Chicago and the 2009 fatal and non-fatal network in Boston.
17 Consistent with our larger argument, we specified a series of ERGMs that consider geography, prior sets of gang conflict, endogenous structural effects, gang-level attributes, and neighborhood sociodemographic characteristics.
Main Theoretical Variables
We captured the corner, the crew, and the interaction between the two as a set of three dyadic covariates, in this case binary social matrices of unique ties between gangs in the observed violence networks.
18 First, as described earlier, we measured the effect of spatial proximity by creating a matrix of geographic adjacency between all gangs in the observed networks; a tie exists if two gangs' turf is immediately proximate. We interpreted the parameter as the probability of a violent tie forming if two gangs share a turf boundary.
Second, to measure the effect of prior conflict we used homicide networks in Chicago for the years 2005 and 2006 and the 2007 network in Boston-essentially, lagged versions of the dependent networks. We omitted a single year between the time periods covered by the dependent variable and the relational covariate to distinguish between reciprocity within the dependent network (a contemporaneous effect) and institutional history (an effect of prior group conflict). Most gang violence, but especially retaliatory violence, tends to be episodic and short-lived (Block and Block 1993) , and the average tenure of any individual gang member tends to be less than 3.5 years (Thornberry et al. 2003) . Although violent events within the time periods are likely to be reciprocal in the sense that event Y is in direct response to event X, it is probably less common that events across periods are acts of direct retaliation. We argue that past intergroup conflict drives subsequent violence not simply as retaliation for past wrongs but as a more general guide for group behaviors. The gap between time periods thus offers additional insurance that specific events are not related across those time periods. This parameter measures the probability of a tie forming based on whether two gangs had a past conflict.
Finally, we included an interaction term between gangs that were geographically close and those that had a prior conflict. Conceptually, this interaction captures the idea that gangs spatially closer are also more likely to have some organizational history or conflict. Because all three parameters are represented as binary matrices, this interaction term captures gangs that were geographically proximate and had a prior group conflict. When all three dyadic covariates are in the model, the comparison group represents gangs that engaged in a violent act but were neither geographically adjacent nor had any prior violent history.
Endogenous Structural Effects
An ERGM approach provides the additional benefit of adding parameters for endogenous structural effects within the observed network itself. Endogenous structural effects refer to patterns and processes that are entirely contingent upon other ties or features of the network. For example, a gang's race is not contingent on other gangs or sets of ties in a network. Some processes, however, are entirely contingent on pattern ties in a network. Reciprocity, for instance, is only possible as a response to an already existing network tie; likewise, dominance hierarchies are entirely contingent on sets of ties among multiple actors in a network. ERGMs allow for exact specification of such endogenous patterns and we considered four such terms that capture the group processes discussed earlier: (1) reciprocity, (2) delayed reciprocity, (3) transitivity, and (4) distribution of violent ties among the observed gangs.
We included a reciprocity parameter that captures the count of reciprocal dyads in the observed network. More precisely, this parameter models the probability that a tie will form if it reciprocates an already existing tie. Given the past research on retaliation discussed earlier, we expect this term to be positive and significant-gangs are more likely to form ties when they reciprocate already existing ties.
To minimize the possibility that the relationship between our dependent network (the network at Time 2) and our measure of prior dyadic tie (the network at Time 1) might be spurious, we supplemented our reciprocity term with a transpose of the Time 1 network essentially as a way to control for any delayed reciprocity-that is, an attack from gang j on gang i prior to Time 2 could lead to an attack from gang i on gang j during Time 2. In this way, we can differentiate between reciprocity that happens within time periods (the reciprocity term), the direct effect of a prior dyadic tie between any two groups regardless of whether it is reciprocal (the Time 1 network), and unobserved reciprocity that might happen between time periods (transpose of the Time 1 network). We expect the transpose to be positive and significant and serve as an indication of reciprocity not detected with the other parameters.
To address our hypothesis that gang violence may generate status hierarchies, we included two terms associated with the idea of transitivity: geometrically weighted edgewise shared partners (gwesp) and geometrically weighted dyadwise shared partners (gwdsp). The first term, gwesp, captures the classic transitive triad seen in the left side of Figure 4 , a situation in which gang i → gang j, gang j → gang k, and gang i → gang k (where → represents the direction of a violent tie). In the context of negative ties, such as aggression, the transitive triad is indicative of a dominance hierarchy or pecking order (Chase 1980) . In Figure 4 , gang i is at the top of the pecking order because it dominates both of the other gangs-it is the most aggressive of the three-sending two ties and receiving none. Gang j is in the middle of the pecking order because it both receives and gives a violent tie; it is thus below gang i but above gang k in the pecker order. Gang k is in the lowest possible position, what Chase (1980:915) called a "double loser," because it is victimized by both of the other gangs without sending or reciprocating a single violent act.
The gwdsp term captures a triadic pattern seen in the right side of Figure 4 in which gang i → gang j, gang j → gang k, but no tie exists between gangs i and k. In network terms, the gwdsp term captures an open triangle or a two-path, what Granovetter (1973 Granovetter ( :1363 called a "forbidden triad." Such two-paths may represent a situation in which (1) a dominance hierarchy is not operating, (2) gangs mutually ignore each other or are not aware of each other, or (3) a functioning alliance keeps gangs from engaging each other. Although we lack data on alliances among gangs and cannot test proposition (3), qualitative data from Chicago suggest that such alliances existed during the 1990s and may have shaped at least some gang behaviors.
19 Therefore, we limit our interpretation to either (1) or (2). More important, though, considering the gwesp and gwdsp in the same model provides direct evidence of transitivity, a situation in which gangs are more likely to form a tie that closes a transitive triangle as opposed to leaving a forbidden triad. Evidence of a dominance hierarchy in a network would thus be supported by a positive gwesp term and a negative gwdsp term in the same model.
To capture the presence of outlier gangs and the skewed distribution of ties (Figure 3) , we included two terms equal to the geometrically weighted degree, one for the in-degree (gwidegree) and one for the out-degree (gwodegree). Each term captures the extent to which the probability of a tie forming is driven by links to more active gangs. When the coefficient of either term is negative, there is a tendency in the network toward similarity in degree among actors with respect to either receiving (gwidegree) or sending (gwodegree) ties. Put differently, gangs are more likely to kill or be killed by gangs with similar levels of violence. A positive coefficient indicates a preference toward heterogeneity in degree, with some actors sending or receiving more ties than others.
Race and Gang Effects
To account for the racial and gang-specific differences described earlier, our ERGMs also include terms for (1) uniform homophily by gang race and size and (2) sender/receiver effects by gang race and size. Uniform homophily refers to the propensity for assortative mixing across attribute categories: the tendency for ties to form among actors with the same attributes (e.g., black gangs engage in violence with other black gangs; large gangs engage in violence with other large gangs). Sender/receiver statistics represent the main effect of a particular attribute or characteristic on the direction of a tie. For example, a sender/receiver effect for Latino gangs assesses the baseline probability of Latino gangs committing a murder/shooting (sender) or being a victim of a murder/shooting (receiver) compared to the probability for another racial category. Racial clustering in Figure 2 suggests that racial or gang-level factors may play a role in tie formation.
Neighborhood Structural Characteristics
To control for additional factors often associated with gang violence, we included sociodemographic variables of the turf neighborhoods. Prior research suggests that aggregate levels (Papachristos and Kirk 2006; Rosenfeld et al. 1999) . Although no research has considered violence networks such as those described here, a recent simulation study by Butts and colleagues (2012) found that the form of one's social networks are partially influenced by neighborhood structural conditions (see also Grannis 2009 ). Likewise, recent work by Schaefer (2012) using ERGMs demonstrates that structural conditions affect tie formation in co-offending networks between neighborhoods. By extension, neighborhood conditions may influence the shape of observed violence networks by contributing to specific types of ties forming (e.g., intra-versus interracial conflict) or to other properties of the observed networks (e.g., degree distribution).
To ensure that our network and spatial measures are not standing in for more general neighborhood structural conditions, we created several indicators using variables derived from the U.S. Census that prior research suggests are correlated with neighborhood levels of crime. Following extensive research on crime in Chicago (e.g., Sampson, Raudenbush, and Earls 1997), we used principle components factor analysis to combine 10 Census indicators into three unique factors: (1) concentrated disadvantage, composed of the percent of the population below the poverty line, on public assistance, in femaleheaded households with children under age 18, unemployed, and black; (2) immigrant concentration, composed of the percent of the population Latino and foreign born; and (3) residential stability, composed of the percent of the population in the same house five years prior and owner-occupied housing. In attempting to create identical Census-based variables in Boston, it became apparent that, with the exception of the concentrated disadvantage index, variables did not load on the same factors. Therefore, our Boston model relies on one factor, concentrated disadvantage, that loads remarkably similar to that in Chicago, and two individual Census variables: tractlevel vacancy rate, measured as the percent of housing vacant at the time of the Census, and residential stability, measured as the percentage of the population in the same house in the prior five years. 20 Factor loadings of the Chicago and Boston indicators can be found in Tables A1 and A2 in the Appendix.
Additional Considerations
Finally, we considered two additional parameters in our models: an edge statistic and an isolate statistic. The edge parameter is akin to the intercept in standard regression and here represents the baseline probability of tie formation. The isolate term adds a statistic to the model equal to the number of gangs in the network without any ties in a given time period; this controls for gangs that did not commit a violent act in the dependent network but are kept in the data because they are present in the turf data or had a violent exchange in the past.
RESULTS
We used a form of iterative model development that considers several possible combinations of model statistics to observe which combinations yield the best fit for the dataan approach that has proven successful in models of other complex networks (Goodreau, Kitts, and Morris 2009; Wimmer and Lewis 2010) . We examined the goodness-of-fit of our models by comparing the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) between models . Additional goodness-of-fit indicators are presented in Part B of the Appendix. For dyad independent models, we used MPLE for estimation (akin to standard logistic regression); we used MCMC estimation for dyad dependent models where the sample size was set at 10,000 and the interval between samples was set at 1,000. Models 3 through 5 add the main theoretical parameters. In support of our main hypotheses, results show that both geographic adjacency (Hypothesis 1) and past conflict (Hypothesis 2) significantly predict the probability of a murder occurring between two gangs in Chicago-a finding that holds whether the terms are considered in isolation (Models 3 and 4) or simultaneously (Model 5). In Chicago, the overall effect of geographic adjacency is somewhat higher than prior conflict and provides the greatest reduction to the AIC. When both terms are considered with the interaction in Model 5, the sizes of both terms are slightly moderated and the interaction term is statistically significant. Because we measured these three terms in the same way, we can compare the magnitude of the coefficients. More precisely, Model 5 suggests that although both geography and prior conflict play a role in determining the network structure of gang homicide, gangs that are only geographically proximate are more likely to form ties than gangs that only have a past conflict. Gangs that are both geographically proximate and have a past conflict are more likely to form ties than gangs that are neither geographically adjacent nor have a past conflict. These results provide strong evidence that social networks and geography are significant predictors of violence and there is an interaction between them.
Predicting Violent Ties among Chicago Gangs
Model 6 highlights the importance of endogenous network effects when controlling for geographic proximity and prior conflict. All of these terms (1) are statistically significant, (2) slightly moderate the effect of geographic adjacency, (3) bolster effects of prior conflict, and (4) reduce the statistical significance of the interaction term. Perhaps most interestingly, addition of the structural terms reduces the statistical significance of the race and gang size terms. These results support the racial invariance hypothesis: race operates not as a direct cause of violence, but rather as a marker of the ecological dissimilarity of social contexts that are differentially attributable to race in the United States (Sampson and Wilson 1995) . In much the same way, our findings indicate that direct effects of race on gang violence are mediated almost completely by network and spatial processes. Whereas prior research has found similar evidence of neighborhood level processes (e.g., Peterson and Krivo 2005) , our results are the first to demonstrate a similar racial invariance related to network processes as it applies to violence.
As expected, both the reciprocity and delayed reciprocity terms are positive and statistically significant (Hypothesis 3). The reciprocity term indicates that a gang is more likely to form a tie when it reciprocates an already existing tie, and the delayed reciprocity term indicates that such a process need not be immediate. Furthermore, contrary to the notion that gang violence produces a transitive dominance hierarchy, the gwdsp and gwesp terms indicate that Chicago gangs are unlikely to form ties that complete transitive triads. Taken together, the gwesp term suggests that ties completing transitive triangles are significantly less likely to form and the gwdsp term suggests ties are likely to form that create two-paths. In other words, we find no evidence that gang violence creates dominance hierarchies among Chicago gangs (Hypothesis 4).
The degree distribution terms suggest a tendency toward heterogeneity in the receiving of ties (gwidegree): some gangs are victimized by many adversaries, other gangs are victimized by only a single or small number of adversaries. The negative gwodegree term indicates consistency in sending ties: out-degree is relatively homogenous. This implies a network structure in which most gangs have similar patterns of committing murders but are quite different in their susceptibility as victims.
Model 7 in Table 1 includes neighborhood structural indicators as a robustness check on our main theoretical variables. Of the three neighborhood structural indicators, only the concentrated disadvantage index is statistically significant. However, this negative coefficient requires some clarification. As Papachristos and Kirk (2006) show, gang homicide in Chicago is more likely to occur in disadvantaged neighborhoods to begin with, and virtually all gangs in this sample come from highly disadvantaged communities. Therefore, the negative coefficient in Model 7 suggests that gangs in more severely disadvantaged neighborhoods are less likely to form a violent tie compared to gangs in less disadvantaged communities, but even these latter gangs are still in severely disadvantaged communities. It does not mean that concentrated disadvantage more generally mediates violent ties. Most important for the present study, our main theoretical variables retain their direction and statistical significance, lending further support to our hypotheses.
These results provide insight into the complex processes involved in gang violence. Consistent with our hypotheses, gangs are more likely to engage in murder with gangs that share a geographic border. Prior history in the form of a past dyadic conflict also matters: gangs are more likely to form a violent tie with those whom they share a history of conflict. Moreover, additional endogenous group processes exert considerable influence above and beyond geography and organizational memory. Reciprocity is an essential feature of gang violence, even when controlling for these other factors and even if reciprocity is not immediate. In addition, violence does not appear to establish dominance hierarchies (in the form of transitive triads) among gangs in Chicago. Such structural effects also appear to moderate effects of a gang's racial composition and size. Our final set of analyses examines how such findings hold in a city with a much more typical gang ecology-Boston. Table 2 presents the same progression of models for the Boston network. Model 1 presents the baseline model with only the edge statistic, again demonstrating that the probability of a violent tie between any two gangs is low. Model 2 adds race and size terms. Unlike the Chicago models, none of the racial composition terms are statistically significant, thus providing no evidence of racial homophily or sender/receiver effects for gangs of particular races. However, we do see a negative homophily effect based on gang size-gangs are relatively unlikely to form ties with gangs of the same size category. Put another way, gangs shoot at gangs of different sizes.
Predicting Violent Ties among Boston Gangs
Models 3 through 5 add the main theoretical variables. Consistent with the Chicago results, the geographic adjacency and prior conflict variables are statistically significant, as is the interaction term. In contrast to the Chicago models, however, the Boston results suggest a stronger relative effect of prior group conflict compared to geographic adjacency. One potential explanation for this finding is that expansive and long-standing school busing in Boston led to the emergence of gang conflicts that are not as geographically bounded as those in Chicago-a question worthy of future research. This point is best illustrated in Model 5 when all three terms are in the same model. Compared to gangs that have neither a prior conflict nor a shared turf boundary, gangs with a prior conflict but without a shared turf border have a greater probability of tie formation than do gangs that share a turf boundary but not a past conflict. In Boston, past conflicts appear to play a more significant role than geographic adjacency in determining who shoots whom. Note: N of gangs = 57; N of fatal and non-fatal shootings = 207;
N of dyads = 3,192.
* p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001 (two-tailed tests). Table 2 .
(continued)
Model 6 adds endogenous effects and shows similarities and differences to the Chicago models. As expected, reciprocity plays a highly significant role in the model: gangs in Boston, just like gangs in Chicago, are much more likely to form a tie that reciprocates an already existing tie. Unlike Chicago, though, the delayed reciprocity term is negative, suggesting that reciprocity in Boston has a shorter shelf life-that is, reciprocity is more likely to occur within the observation period but less likely to occur across observation periods. Supra-dyadic processes, such as transitivity, appear to be less important in Boston than in Chicago (evident in nonsignificant gwdsp and gwesp terms). Like Chicago, Boston shows little evidence of the formation of dominance hierarchies. Taken together, endogenous effects in Model 6 suggest that Boston gangs tend to focus on the here and now and immediate adversaries, unlike in Chicago where reciprocity has a longer memory.
The degree distribution terms in Model 6 mirror those in the Chicago models. Namely, Boston gangs display consistency with respect to outdegree (gwodegree) and heterogeneity with respect to indegree (gwidegree)-gangs have similar patterns of committing murders but are quite different in their susceptibility as victims. Finally, all of the earlier mentioned results hold even after adding neighborhood structural covariates of concentrated disadvantage, vacancy rate, and residentially stability in Model 7, none of which are statistically significant at even the most relaxed levels.
In summary, our ERGMs suggest that many of the processes that drive the structure of gang homicide in Chicago also motivate gang shootings in Boston. Consistent with our hypotheses, the corner and the crew appear to be the primary drivers of gang violence in both cities, even mediating racial and gang-level effects in Chicago. Reciprocity is foundational for violence in both cities and exerts a more durable effect in Chicago, spanning a longer period of time. Contrary to our hypothesis, gang violence did not appear to establish dominance hierarchies or pecking orders in either city. The importance of the corner and the crew remained even when considering higher order network processes and neighborhood structural conditions.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Geography and social networks intersect and intertwine to produce many effects associated with urban neighborhoods. We argue that street gangs provide an excellent point of departure from which to examine such spatial and social processes, especially with regard to urban violence. Our primary objective was to unpack such spatial and social processes to better explain the observed patterns of violence in Chicago and Boston. While by no means exhaustive, our study modeled multiple geographic and social processes, including geographic proximity, organizational memory, reciprocity, and status seeking.
Descriptive analyses revealed striking similarities in Chicago's and Boston's networks of violence. In both cities, the majority of violent acts created a single large network that linked the majority of gangs either directly or indirectly. In this sense, gang violence is a highly connected and structured phenomenon. Gangs-and the violence they engage in-tend to cluster along racial and ethnic cleavages, with a higher density of interaction among black gangs. In addition, the presence of highly active gangs skews the distribution of violence in a network.
The larger question under consideration was what spatial and social processes produce the observed patterns of violence? To answer this question we employed a series of ERGMs that included parameters for geographic and network processes. With respect to our main theoretical conceptualization, the findings indicate that geography plays a central role in determining the nature of gang violence: gangs with adjacent turf are more likely to engage in violence compared to gangs without adjacent turf or gangs with only a prior conflict. Yet, space alone does not explain gang violence. Indeed, prior conflicts-even when gangs do not share turf boundariesalso drive violence. That is, a history of conflict between groups exerts an effect above and beyond spatial proximity. The interaction between spatial adjacency and organizational memory in both cities is positive, suggesting that effects of the corner and the crew are interactive in nature.
We also considered additional social processes beyond prior conflict that might generate the observed structure of violence. First, we found continued support for the importance of reciprocity: gangs are more likely to commit an act of violence when it reciprocates another gang's violent act. Second, evidence from both cities shows that gang violence does not create a dominance hierarchy or pecking order. Many theories posit that gang violence is a way to jockey for relative status, but it appears that no such dominance hierarchy is ever achieved through shootings or killings.
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As an important point for future research, all these results held even when controlling for gang-level characteristics, groups' racial and ethnic composition, and neighborhood structural characteristics. This is of particular relevance for the racial invariance hypothesis-the underlying mechanisms associated with violence are the same across races (Sampson and Wilson 1995) . Indeed, our findings suggest that many direct effects of race are mediated by spatial and network processes. Whereas most prior work in this area focuses on ecological conditions and processes, our results suggest that network processes play an important and underexamined role in how we understand the mechanisms behind violence vis-à-vis race and ethnicity.
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Our study is not without limitations. First, our data are circumscribed by the availability and limitations of available police data. In particular, our measurements of gang presence and activity are derived from police records. Thus, we most likely underestimated the actual extent of gang activity in both cities. Second, we also likely underestimated aggression because gang animosity and conflict manifests more often in non-violent (or less violent) acts than in homicide or gunshot injury. Third, as mentioned earlier, our measures of gang turf were limited to the polygons seen in Figure 1 . We were thus unable to consider additional spatial processes (e.g., spatial diffusion) that might influence the observed structure. Future research would do well to consider additional methods of data collection to expand this line of inquiry to include a wider range of gang networks, spatial processes, and collective behaviors. Finally, our empirical investigation was designed to uncover structural patterns generating gang violence in two different cities in a very specific historical period. The extent to which such patterns hold under different historical, geographic, and organizational considerations is an important matter for future research.
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These results have important implications for research on neighborhoods, social networks, and urban violence. In support of recent work by Sampson (2012) , Grannis (2009) , and others (e.g., Hipp et al. 2012; Tita and Greenbaum 2009) , our results clearly demonstrate that social networks and neighborhood ecology work in concert to influence social behavior. Our study advances this line of research by demonstrating the utility of adding measures of geographic space to social network models to parse out competing and complementary processes. In particular, studies of the spatial diffusion of social behaviors across neighborhoods would do well to consider-and, more importantly, measure-the mechanism of transmission. The goal should be to capture more precise modes of transmission as they might relate to social networks and space. In the case of violence, most contemporary studies model how crime rates (in the aggregate) somehow spill across geopolitical boundaries of neighborhoods (e.g., Cohen and Tita 1999; Morenoff, Sampson, and Raudenbush 2001) . Many of these spatial analyses hypothesize that social networks are responsible for the transmission of crime across neighborhood boundaries, but studies rarely measure these networks and, instead, model via the airborne pathogen assumption. Similar implications may hold for other public health epidemics and social phenomena. . In both cases, the MCMC processes produced a sample of networks conducive to model assumptions and specifications. In other words, both the Chicago and Boston models accurately reproduce basic characteristics of the observed networks, in this case the in-degree, outdegree, and edgewise shared partners. The near-perfect fit of the edgewise shared partner statistic in the Boston model reflects the rarity of that process in the model-that is, our models and visual inspection of the Boston models find that higher order triadic and network processes do not play an important role in the observed network structure in Boston. Other dimensions of geography (e.g., school catchment areas, location of public housing, and geography of tertiary streets) also influence gang behavior (Grannis 2009; Rymond-Richmond 2006; Tita, Cohen, and Engberg 2005) . These dimensions are all worthy of additional research, but we retain a focus on turf because, (1) consistent with prior research, we believe turf to be one of the primary spatial dimensions related to gang violence, and (2) our data were only available in a format that precluded any reduction beyond an identified parcel of turf. 2. The question of what defines a "gang" is much debated (see Howell 2012; Klein and Maxson 2006) . An important tension is between sociological definitions that stress collective identity, group processes, and social structures versus legalistic definitions that stress the criminal activities and deviant behaviors of gangs and their members (Bursik and Grasmick 1993). Our arguments pertaining to the corner and the crew are conceptually, theoretically, and methodologically consistent with sociological definitions such as Thrasher's (1927:18 ) that define a gang as "[a]n interstitial group originally formed spontaneously and then integrated through conflict. . . . The result of this collective behavior is the development of a tradition, unreflective internal structure, esprit de corps, solidarity, morale, group awareness, and attachment to a local territory." Our assessment, based on prior ethnographic research and our own qualitative research, is that the groups identified in our sample are consistent with the sociological orientation. However, as we will describe, we collected our data from police records that are likely biased toward legal definitions. In short, while we agree that the distinction between the sociological and legalistic definitions of gangs is an important one (and we are proponents of the sociological definition), we believe data in the present study represent an area of overlap and perhaps agreement between these two definitions. 3. The extent to which gang structures and behavior patterns are institutionalized or form organizational memory is a matter of debate (Short and Hughes 2006) . On one hand, research on gangs in Chicago and Los Angeles suggests that some gangs have rich organizational and cultural identities that span decades (e.g., Hagedorn 2008; Jankowski 1991) . However, research in other cities (Decker and Van Winkle 1996; Fleisher 1998) as well as survey research (Esbensen and Huizinga 1993) suggests that the vast majority of street gangs in the United States have limited organizational capacity and memory. 4. Although prior research by Decker and Curry (2002) in St. Louis found that the majority of gang homicides during the 1990s were internal, levels of intragroup homicides in Chicago and Boston during the study period were relatively low-less than 10 percent in Chicago and 5 percent in Boston (see the online supplement [http://asr.sagepub.com/ supplemental]). Exclusion of these events does not significantly alter our findings on the overarching patterns of gang violence in both cities. 5. We generated the adjacency matrix as a spatial weight matrix (Queen's contiguity) using the GeoDa software package (Anselin, Syabri, and Kho 2006) . 6. For example, if the Gangster Disciples had two pieces of turf (location A and location B) and two adversaries in location A and one adversary in location B, we combined these locations to say that the Gangster Disciples were geographically adjacent to three different gangs. 7. Some prior research provides evidence of racial biases in police reporting on stop-and-frisk interactions, traffic stops, crime incident data, and arrest data (e.g., Fagan et al. 2009; Warren et al. 2006 ). However, three facts suggest that such biases are minimal in our study. First, original academic-collected data show that gang involvement is highly concentrated in minority communities (Hagedorn 1988 (Hagedorn , 2008 Vigil 2002 ). Second, as discussed earlier, these biases are less likely in homicide and shooting data because racial categorization in these data is derived from the actual body of the victim. Unlike simple assaults or traffic stops where individual police officers exert great discretion over the reporting process, police have virtually no discretion on reporting and recording of homicides and gunshot injuries. Finally, the greatest potential source of bias is a false-negative of white gang homicides or a false-positive of black and Latino homicides. Although we cannot accurately estimate the potential rates of such biases in the available data, the vast majority of victims in gang homicides and non-fatal gun violence in both cities are black and Latino. During the study period, 73 percent of all homicide victims in Chicago were non-Hispanic black, 19 percent were Hispanic/ Latino, and 8 percent where non-Hispanic white or "other." Of events deemed to be gang-related by the Chicago police department, less than 1 percent involved a white homicide victim, the last of which appeared in the data in 2000. In Boston, non-Hispanic blacks accounted for 69 percent of all homicide victims during this period, Latino/Hispanics accounted for 17 percent, and non-Hispanic whites accounted for less than 11 percent. 8. An autobiography by a member of a white Chicago street gang during this time describes precisely this process (Scott 2005) . 9. Decker, Katz, and Webb (2008) demonstrate that even modest increases in organizational structure are correlated with increases in patterns of victimization and offending. 10. We also considered a continuous version of this variable. However, significant clustering around certain sizes and important outliers suggested that an ordinal variable more accurately captured effects of size and provided an overall better fit of the data. Our specification of gang size acts mainly as a control variable and does not significantly influence our findings; in fact, removing any measurement of size from our models does not affect parameter estimates of our main theoretical variables or overall model fit (see the online supplement). 11. We used different time intervals for two reasons. First, as described in the text, we wanted to leave a singleyear gap between the dependent variable and the independent variable of intergroup conflict to account for any delayed reciprocity. However, only four years of data were available for Boston (2006 to 2009), making it impossible to create 24-month windows that would allow a one-year gap between the two time periods. Second, there were fewer homicides in any given year in Chicago relative to the total N of shootings in Boston. A two-year time frame of homicides for Chicago produced a comparable number of incidents as a oneyear time frame of shootings in Boston. 12. We used the Fruchterman and Reingold (1991) force-directed placement algorithm to determine placement of nodes in both figures. Isolates are not displayed in the figure. 13. Both cities had gangs that were not involved in a murder/shooting during the observation period. The observed networks used in our ERGMs capture 60 percent of all reported gangs in Chicago and 65 percent of all reported gangs in Boston. If the observation period were expanded to an additional two years, 100 percent of all gangs would be captured in both cities, but doing so would lose the temporal information of interest here. 14. Density refers to the number of ties present in a network divided by the number of possible ties (Wasserman and Faust 1994). The greater the density, the more connected the network actors. In the present case, network density embodies the extent that exchange of violence among gangs creates a situation where gangs engage with each other; a higher density suggests a greater proportion of all gangs engage in violence with each other. 15. The general theory and methodologies of ERGMs have received considerable attention (e.g., Robins et al. 2007 ) with important advancements in regard to directed graphs (Robins, Pattison, and Wang 2009 ). 16. MCMC simulation is not without problems and its estimates can produce empirically implausible networks, such as completely connected or empty graphs. To deal with this issue, called model degeneracy, we followed Hunter and Handcock (2006) by including the geographically weighted versions of several of our model parameters. 17. We used the statnet and ergm suite of packages for statistical network analysis for all models and goodness-of-fit assessments ). 18. We treated all networks as binary even though we could, in principle, treat them as weighted (i.e., the number of violent events between groups). We do so because, to the best of our knowledge, only binary networks can be used as dependent variables, and we wanted to facilitate a simpler interpretation between the dependent and independent networks-that is, a prior murder/shooting in a dyad or geographic adjacency is related to a subsequent murder/shooting. 19. In the 1990s, most of Chicago's corporate-style gangs resulted from alliances and complex gang federations formed during the preceding decades (Venkatesh and Levitt 2000) . These federations were premised on explicit normative expectations that gangs would come to each other's aid should other federation members be attacked. Yet, to the best of our knowledge, no study directly tests whether a gang comes to the mutual aid of its allies in violent episodes-that is, whether a gang will seek vengeance on the enemy of its friends. 20. Unfortunately, we lack quantitative studies on the relationship between crime and sociodemographic characteristics in Boston neighborhoods similar to the Chicago studies cited here. Ongoing research by the authors is currently exploring these issues. Although we were able to align our Boston research with much of the existing literature in the macrosocial research paradigm (through use of the disadvantage index and residential stability), we determined that concentrated immigration (particularly the way it was constructed in prior Chicago research) was not analytically appropriate in Boston. In part this may stem from Boston's greater proportions of (1) non-Latino immigrants and (2) Latino populations (i.e., Puerto Ricans and Dominicans) that had longer tenure in the United States. In keeping with the spirit of these macrosocial analyses, we added the tract-level measure of vacancy rate. This variable is frequently employed as an additional measure of social disorganization, and in Boston, it is much more closely linked with levels of neighborhood violence than are proportion of Latinos or immigrants, after controlling for other relevant factors. 21. The first author is currently completing a study on the issue of transitivity and dominance hierarchies in violence networks. 22. One potential avenue for advancing this line of inquiry would be to consider how ecological-focused research might incorporate findings from network studies demonstrating that individual-level racial effects are often amplified network-centered processes (e.g., Goodreau et al. 2009; Wimmer and Lewis 2010) . 23. As we describe at greater length in the online supplement, we believe our data accurately reflect patterns of violence during this time period. Although specific organizational traits might vary and new patterns might emerge under different scope conditions, one might hypothesize that the role of the corner and the crew are enduring traits that make the gang a worthy subject of sociological investigation. Of course, this too is subject to empirical investigation.
APPENDIX
Part A. Factor Loading of Census Variables in Chicago and Boston
